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Takumi is often translated as master in
English. This title is used to praise skilled
people who have made the most of their
career path. In the San’ in region masters
in many fields continue to refine their
skills daily.
Come experience their Kiwami (extreme)
skills and techniques. In
San’ in you’ ll find the
Real Japan you never
knew existed!
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National
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SAN'IN TRAVEL TIPS

Travel in San'in is at a very different pace compared
to that in major urban areas like Tokyo and Kyoto.
Here are some of the main differences.

Foreign Tourist Information Offices

The following tourist information offices have been certified by the Japan National Tourism Organization (JNTO).
Please feel free to call or visit them for information and advice.

111-1 Higashihonji-cho, Tottori-shi
TEL 0857-22-7935

Tottori Chubu International Tourist Support Center
2-1-2 Agei-cho, Kurayoshi-shi, Kurayoshi Tourism
Local Product Center Choseido (2nd floor)
TEL 0858-24-5024

Hokuei Town Planning and Promotion Division
423-1 Yurashuku, Hokuei-cho, Tohaku-gun
TEL 0858-37-5874
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Yasugi Tourist Information Center
2093-3 Yasugi-cho, Yasugi-shi
TEL 0854-23-7667

Tottori Prefecture

Tottori City International Tourist Support Center

Shimane Prefecture

Yonago City Tourist Information Center
Yayoi-cho, Yonago-shi, Inside JR Yonago Station
TEL 0859-22-6317

Yonago Airport General Information Center
1634 Sainokami-cho, Sakaiminato-shi
TEL 0859-45-6123

Sakaiminato Tourist Information Center
215 Taishomachi, Sakaiminato-shi
TEL 0859-47-3880

Adachi Museum of Art
International Tourist Information Center
320 Furukawa-cho, Yasugi-shi TEL 0854-28-7111

Matsue Urban Hotel

590-3 Asahi-machi, Matsue-shi
TEL 0852-22-0002

Matsue International Tourist Information Center
665 Asahi-machi, Matsue-shi
TEL 0852-21-4034

“
Matsue New Urban Hotel Information Center
40-1 Nishicha-machi, Matsue-sh
TEL 0852-23-0003

Izumo Airport Information Center
2633-1 Okinosu, Hikawa-cho, Izumo-shi
TEL 0853-72-7500

Izumo Station Tourist Information Center
11 Ekikita-machi, Izumo-shi
TEL 0853-30-6015

Taisha Tourist Information Center
Shinmondori Omotenashi Station

780-4 Kizuki Minami, Taisha-cho, Izumo-shi TEL 0853-53-2298

Hamada Tourist Information Center
17-2 Ekimae-cho, Masuda-shi
TEL 0856-22-7120

Twuwano Tourist Information Center
71-2 Ushiroda, Tsuwano-cho, Kanoashi-gun
TEL 0856-72-1771

”

San'in Area Limited Special Interpreter Guides
You can hire a specially trained
tour-guide to show you around
the San'in area and also act as
an interpreter. These guides
have been trained and certified
by the San'in Area Limited
S p e c i a l
Interpreter
Guide program.

S T EP

01

Access
https://sanin-tourism.com/en/guide
and select an the interpreter guide.

S T EP

02

Send an e-mail to e-mail address
displayed on each guide's
profile page.

S T EP

03

Negotiate and consult with the
interpreter guide regarding schedule,
fee, the method of payment, etc..

Michelin Green Guide San'in Web Edition
Michelin has published an online San'in edition of its well known Michelin Green
Guide. Part of the previously published Michelin Green Guide Japan, here are
some of the San'in related additions to the fifth edition: The
Sand Museum (★), Shirakabe-dozogun Quarter (★), Mizuki
Shigeru Road (★), Oki Islands (★★), Yuushien Gardens (★★),
Iwami Kagura (★). A total of 63 touristic areas and attractions
from the San'in area are included in the latest edition!
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The pen that Koizumi Yakumo
brought from the US. All his
works in Japan were created
using this pen.

Literature

Lafcadio
Hearn
SHIMANE

Open Minded
A man of letters who retold Japanese legends, ghost stories
and vividly captured the beauty of Japan.

Patrick Lafcadio Hearn (Koizumi Yakumo - his assumed Japanese name) was born in 1850 in Greece. He was
brought up in Ireland, spent time in the US then came to Japan as a correspondent reporter in 1890. He gained a
penetrating insight with his background in both Eastern and Western culture and worked as a journalist, writer,
teacher and folklorist. His books were well received not only in Japan but all over the world.
In August of the same year he arrived in Japan. Yakumo found employment as an English teacher at Shimane
Prefectural Common Middle School in Matsue, Shimane and obtained a fascination with the spiritual world in the
San’ in area. He later married Setsu Koizumi, who was also from Matsue and as such Yakumo had a strong bound
with this area throughout the rest of his life.
He subsequently worked in Kumamoto and Kobe before taking up a position as a lecturer of English literature at
Tokyo Imperial University in September 1896. Towards the end of his life he also taught at Waseda University. As
a writer, his thirty works were mainly retellings of Japanese legends, travelogues and translations.
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A Master of

Koizumi Yakumo’ s major works
Glimpses of

Unfamiliar Japan

Kwaidan

Glimpses of Unfamiliar
Japan was Yakumo’ s first
collected works after arriving in the country. He
captured his beloved people and beautiful scenery
imposingly in this collection of his most popular
works; including The Chief City of the Province of
the Gods (vividly describing his adopted land,
Matsue) and Kitzuki; the Most Ancient Shrine in
Japan (travelogue to Izumo Grand Shrine). This
bewitching publication reveals Yakumo’ s animistic
world of literature and deep affection for Japan.

Yakumo recorded and
reshaped myths, folktales
and ghost stories told by his wife Setsu with his
incomparable hand, to make this emotional literary
work. There are two parts; Kwaidan, with 17 ghost
stories including Yuki-Onna, Rokuro-kubi, which are
still widely known nowadays, and Mushikai with
three essays.

Yakumo’ s other major work,
where he lovingly and
respectfully captured Japan in the Meiji period. A
collection of 15 essays and novels examined the inner
spiritual life of Japanese people. For example, At a
Railway Station (a story about robbery in Kumamoto
city) writes about the interchanges between the
robber, the policeman and the victim, to show the
Japanese mindset and concept of soul. He foresees
the future of Japan and its people through this book.

1894

1904

Photo: Lafcadio Hearn Memorial Museum, The Koizumi Family Collection
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Kokoro:

Hints and Echos of
Japanese Inner Life

1896

Dublin
1852

Durham
1863

Early life

London
1867

Cincinnati
1869

New Orleans 1877
To Japan as a magazine correspondent

Living in Japan

Lefkada 1850
Place where
he was born

1850-1890

Yakumo was born on June 27th, 1850 on Lefkada, an island in Western Greece. His
Irish father Charles was a surgeon in the British army and Greek mother Rosa was
from the island of Kythira in Greece. He was taken to Ireland when he was 2 and
later received a Catholic education in Britain and France. Throughout his life he
questioned the teaching he received there.
He lost the sight in his left eye in a playground accident when he was 16. At 19, his
great-aunt, who had brought up Yakumo instead of his parents, went bankrupt. After
that event he moved to the US on his own. In Cincinnati, he found a job as a journalist where his literary talents were recognized.
After Cincinnati he lived in New Orleans, Louisiana and on Martinique, an island in
the Caribbean. He was fascinated by the cultural diversity he found in these places
and enthusiastically continued his reporting and writing activities. In New Orleans,
he encountered Japanese culture at an exposition and in New York read the English
translation of the Kojiki. Afterwards he resolved to visit Japan.

1890-1904

He arrived in Yokohama, Japan in April 1890. In August of the same year, he began
working as an English teacher at Shimane Prefectural Common Middle School in
Matsue. He spent a year and three months there and during that time started a
relationship with Setsu Koizumi, who was originally hired as his liaison. They went
on a honeymoon before marriage and traveled along the Japan Sea coast.
In 1892, he worked at the Fifth Higher Middle School in Kumamoto. Two years
later, he moved to Kobe to work at the Kobe Chronicle (an English-language newspaper). He then moved to Tokyo to accept a position as a lecturer of English literature at the Tokyo Imperial University.
In 1896, he officially married Setsu and became a naturalized Japanese citizen. He
renamed himself Koizumi Yakumo and they were blessed with three sons and a daughter.
In 1904, he was invited and taught as a professor at Waseda University. Sadly enough he
died from a heart attack on 26th September of that year, at the age of fifty-four.

KeyPerson

01

Matsue 1890
To Matsue as
an English teacher

Kobe
1894
Kumamoto
1891

KeyPerson

Yokohama
1890

Tokyo
1896

02

Bernard Leach
1887 - 1979

Bonner Fellers
1896 - 1973

A British potter who deeply loved Japan. He was
born in Hong Kong and spent his infancy in
Japan. While he was back in England, he read
books by Koizumi Yakumo and became interested in Japan. He focused on and promoted pottery
as a “fusion of Eastern and Western arts and
philosophies” . It is now an index to advance
modern Japanese pottery as an art form.

A US Army officer who served during World War 2. He
was a keen reader of Yakumo and had the nickname
“Hearn buff” , since he kept a vast collection of his
books. He even had a good friendship with the Koizumi
family. After Japan’ s loss in World War 2, he came
with General MacArthur from GHQ (General Allied
Command) and played a major role in absolving the
Emperor and maintaining the Imperial system.

Recommended location

Lafcadio Hearn
Memorial Museum

322 Okudani-cho, Matsue, Shimane

During the period when Yakumo was staying in the US, he encountered the Kojiki after borrowing it from an acquaintance in New
York. The translation was by Basil Hall Chamberlain, a British
Japanologist and Yakumo became fascinated by Eastern mythology
and decided to go to Japan.
He purchased a new translated Kojiki after arriving in Yokohama. It
is known that he perused this and wrote observations about Japan.
Later, he was fatefully led to Shimane, where the stories within the
chronicle took place.

古事記

The museum exhibits about 1500 documents or materials including drafts
written by his own hand. It is located
next to the old residence where he lived
for 6 months. Admission booklets are in
5 languages and sometimes you’ re
lucky enough to get Bon Koizumi (the
great-grandson of Lafcadio Hearn) to
guide you directly. English explanations
about Yakumo’ s life are very popular
and English subtitles are projected on
the wall in the “Retellings” corner.

Ryushoji
Temple

136 Teramachi,
Matsue, Shimane

There are statues of the Sixteen Arhats made in
the middle of the Edo period. The various facial
expressions appealed to Yakumo and he wrote,
“you can find dreaming Kannon or smiling
Kannon” that tell about the uniqueness of these
statues. The ones you see now are second
versions, however, there is a restored original
exhibited at Lafcadio Hearn Memorial Museum.

Turning
point

Jozan Inari
Shrine

488 Tonomachi,
Matsue, Shimane

Naomasa, first feudal lord of the Matsudaira
family, enshrined the tutelary god for both
Izumo and Oki areas in Jozan Inari Shrine in
Matsue. The shrine owns many statues made
by Jyodei Kobayashi, a master-sculptor. It is
said that Yakumo liked the hundreds of
large to small stone foxes sitting around the
shrine precinct and visited here often.

Kojiki
Kojiki is the oldest extant chronicle of the origin of Japan. From the
beginning of the world, emergence of the gods to the succession to the
Imperial Throne the dramatic writings are contained within these
storied pages.
The major locations talked about in the Kojiki are in the San’ in region,
where Izumo Grand Shrine is located. Splendid stories led by gods still
attract many people today.
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The interview took place at Lafcadio
Hearn Memorial Museum that opened
after renewal in summer, 2016. This is 82
years after the first Koizumi Yakumo’s
memorial museum opened, 120 years
after he was reborn with his new name of
Koizumi Yakumo.

Bon
Koizumi
Special Interview
Great-grandson of
Lafcadio Hearn
Interviewer

Takao Ishimura

So why are Koizumi Yakumo’ s works still popular and his
beloved San’ in area receiving a lot of attention worldwide?
We were able to ask Bon Koizumi, the great-grandson of
Yakumo and Takao Ishimura, the chief director at Tottori Convention Bureau (a public service corporation). Koizumi who
has been tackling research of Yakumo’ s work from a folkloric
perspective and Ishimura being an avid reader of Yakumo’ s
works lend their educated perspectives to the question.
The first time I found interest in Koizumi Yakumo was about 20

years ago. I learned that he introduced Mt. Daisen, Tottori in his
book. When I present information about the mountain nation-

wide, I quote from his book and introduce it by saying “this is how
Yakumo described Mt. Daisen”.

In Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan, he described Mt. Daisen as “the mighty
mountain of Daisen” . His impressions were conveyed in other varied poetic
phrasings.

From his works, you can easily tell that he was infatuated with the
San’in area including Matsue and Izumo.

From recent studies, it is clear Yakumo knew the area’ s name Izumo before
reading the Kojiki in the US.
Yakumo had bought and owned a book called Anthologie Japonaise published in France in 1871, in which a part of Izumo mythology was translated.
Also, the words Izumo Legendary Cycle written on, The map of mythology in
the English translated Kojiki that Yakumo read in New York must have
caught his heart and attention. Thus, we can be assured that he was excited
about his first work posting in Japan being in Matsue in the Izumo region.
Yakumo was born in Greece, right?
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At Koizumi Yakumo’s old residence

Yes. He was born on Lefkada, an island in Western Greece. The view of the
sea from the island is very similar to the view of Lake Shinji. It could potentially be the reason why Yakumo fell in love with Matsue. He moved to
Ireland at the age of two and became attracted to the world of fairies and
spirits by hearing stories told by his nanny.
Later, he moved to the US and went to newspaper publishing
companies to sell his articles.

Bon Koizumi
Folklorist: Lafcadio Hearn Memorial
Museum Director: Honorary Director at
Yaizu Lafcadio Hearn Memorial Museum:
Emeritus Professor at Shimane Prefectural
Junior College. He conducts practical
research using perspectives from
Yakumo or the Kwaidan, for
tourism and cultural creations:
The great-grandson of Koizumi
Yakumo.

Suitcase and Boston Bag that
Koizumi Yakumo brought from the
US when he first arrived in Japan.

Container for nibs: It was
originally an ashtray that
he used so his children
wouldn’ t step on a nib.
The nibs were made for
Spencerian Script (American standard business
writing style of the time).

For Yakumo’s fans all over the world,
the San’in area is a sacred place.
Yakumo’s Mecca,
a place they dream to visit.

Takao Ishimura
Chief director at Tottori Convention Bureau. He
attracts tourists from both within and outside
Japan and brings international conferences to
Tottori Prefecture. He runs a website called
Daisen Okoku (Daisen Kingdom) to dispatch
sightseeing information around San’ in.

Yakumo’ s life story is projected in this unique fashion
to show his fantastical view of the world. It’s very
welcoming and enjoyable for foreigners with different
languages available.

In his description of Mt. Daisen or Lake Shinji, he never fails to
mention the sea. Yakumo must have been attracted to the beauty
of the sea in San’in.

Indeed, he took his kids to the beach in Mihonoseki where you can gaze
upon the majesty of Mt. Daisen. In his later years, he couldn’ t make it to
Mihonoseki but instead spent summer in Yaizu, Shizuoka near Tokyo. From
the sea in Yaizu, you can enjoy the view of Mt. Fuji. He may have been
picturing the sea in Mihonoseki while there.
In Japan, Kwaidan is very popular.

Sure, although Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan is actually read more widely
outside of Japan. This book is still familiar as a guidebook of the San’ in area
for Western people and the San’ in area is Yakumo’ s Mecca for all the
Yakumo fans around the world.
From the time he was at school, he had always excelled in English. Even in
poverty and having a tough time, he continued to visit the library to read
books and write. His talents were finally recognized.
In New Orleans, he had interest in Creole culture too.

He was brimming with curiosity and experienced many different cultures.
Those experiences helped grow Yakumo’ s unique point of view, comparing
Japanese culture and life style to other diverse cultures. He noticed similarities to Greek mythologies in Yomotsu Hirasaka’ s story in the Kojiki (the
Male God Izanagi goes to see his dead wife, the Female God Izanami to
Yominokuni - the land of the dead). He mentioned he had read many mythologies that talk about the land of the dead, however, none of them were as
mysterious as this.
He traveled around the San’in area far and wide.

Yes, while he was living in Matsue, he not only went in the Izumo direction
(West) but also the Tottori direction (East). On his honeymoon with Setsu,
they visited Tottori and stopped by Hanamigata Cemetery in Kotoura-cho
where about 20 thousand tombs stand facing the coast. They also watched
Bon-odori (a festival dance during the Obon holiday period) in Shimoichi
village (now Daisen-cho). He derived a lot of inspiration from this trip and
often returned, even after leaving Matsue.
Where were the places in the San’in area that Yakumo was deeply
impressed with?

I would say Sai no Kawara (a place where dead children’ s souls gather) in
Kyukukedo on the coast of the Shimane peninsula. Yakumo understood the
custom of floating offerings out to sea during Obon as he thought the souls
of your ancestors should be at sea. He always considered the connection
between the sea and human’ s soul in his life and works.

I think the reality of Japan through Yakumo’s eyes; in other words,
his Open Mind (tolerance and cooperation for others) has been
widely accepted all over the world.

About 10 years ago, a modern art exhibition was held in Athens, Greece, to
spread the spirit of Hearn’ s Open Mind to aim for a sustainable and
inclusive society. Continuing on from this success, “The Open Mind of
Lafcadio Hearn” project started, and more exhibitions were held in Matsue
Castle and New York City. Yakumo had seen the essential qualities of
culture and lifestyle in each area with his unprejudiced and open mind. That
mindset exists in people even today.
There are many people who were influenced by Yakumo.

Bonner Fellers is one of them. He was an aide of General MacArthur from
GHQ and was a keen reader of Yakumo and close friend of my grandfather. I
was named from Bonner’ s first name.
There is a ghostly atmosphere in San’in that Yakumo loved.

Yes, we are similar to Ireland, where people still believe in the existence of
fairies. Even though we don’ t see, we feel the spirit world and live with a
feeling of awe and respect of the eight million deities.
He visited Izumo Grand shrine on three occasions. The shrine is said to be
where all the gods gather in October and he was the first Westerner to be
allowed to enter the inner shrine.
2019 is the 150th memorial year since Yakumo moved to the US. Commemorative events are being planned, such as readings of his work in four cities
in the US.
I am going to keep spreading Yakumo’ s Open Mind to the whole world. I
would like people to come to San’ in to experience the ghostly atmosphere
that he loved.
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His heart raced when he was listening to ghost stories at a young age.
He was interested in folklores and ghost stories throughout his entire life.

Kwaidan
Houghton Mifflin and Co.,1904

About the

KWAIDAN

Yuki-Onna

8

怪談

Lafcadio Hearn FOREIGN SAMURAI

Japanese Ghost Stories

He moved to Dublin, Ireland, his father’ s homeland from
the age of two. His mother who was born in Greece
couldn’ t adjust to the different climate or culture, so she
returned to Greece when Yakumo was 4.
After the departure of his mother, he lived with his great-aunt
and experienced ghostly hallucinations frequently.
Especially the terrifying experience when he met Lady Jane
who had a completely flat face with no eyes or nose (called
Nopperabo in Japanese). This gave him an idea for the
retelling of the story of Mujina set in Kwaidan. He particularly liked fairy tales or ghost stories told by his nanny and
his lifetime fascination with folklore began from here.
Later, he immigrated to the US and married Mattie Foley, a
lady of mixed race working as a cook at the same boarding
house. They bonded over stories about the spiritual world
and her shamanistic abilities. However, the relationship
didn’ t last long, and they separated after three years.

Mattie still gave Yakumo great influence for his future
creations, especially about the life of people living at the
bottom of society and stories of ghosts with a slave’ s
grudge.
Also, by experiencing New Orleans, Martinique-Creole
culture, his Open Mind grew to accept cultural diversity
without prejudice.
After coming to Japan as an English teacher at Shimane
Prefectural Common Middle School he traveled around
San’ in, experiencing the region with all five senses. The
mysterious local stories told by his partner Setsu, who he
met in Matsue were always well received. He worked hard
to retell the folk stories of building Matsue Castle and ghost
stories about the castle town. Retelling, which is a technique that inspires the old folklores or stories with new
literary soul, shows the true worth of Yakumo’ s literature.

The stories of the Kwaiden are the best of Yakumo’ s works and belong to the genre of retold tales. He rewrote folklore and ghost stories from all over Japan
that were narrated by Setsu. Several themes such as love, humanity, wisdom and morals are expressed with connection to the spiritual word through the
behaviors of ordinal characters. There are two parts; Kwaidan with 17 well-known stories like Yuki-Onna and Rokuro-Kubi; and Mushikai with 3 essays.

Introduction to the Kwaidan
Rokuro-Kubi

Mujina

One night, during a blizzard, a young woodcutter
was sleeping in a hut. A beautiful woman in a white
kimono suddenly appeared to him. She said “Hark,
you shall not tell anyone about this night, otherwise I
will kill you” then disappeared. Following winter,
the woodcutter met a beautiful young woman named
Oyuki and later they were married. However, one
evening he slipped his tongue and told her about that
night…

A long time ago, Kairyu a reformed samurai turned
monk was traveling in the mountains. The sun set
and just as his thoughts turned to sleeping out in the
open a woodcutter appeared. The man told him to
stay at his house. There were four other men and
women staying there, but when Kairyu woke in the
middle of the night he opened the sliding door to
find five bodies without heads.

On the Akasaka Road, in Tokyo, there is a slope
Kii-no-kuni-zaka (the name of the slope). One night,
a man walked by and found a woman crouching by
the moat. He said to her “tell me what the trouble
is” , when she turned he saw that she had no eyes,
nose or mouth.

Mimi-Nashi-Hoichi

Jikininki

A Dead Secret

At Amidaji-temple, which was built to mourn the
Taira clan that lost the battle of Dan-no-ura against
the Minamoto clan, there was a blind man named
Hoichi. He was famed for his skill in playing the
biwa (a kind of four-stringed lute). One night the
spirit of a dead Taira clan member asked him for a
recitation. He played the biwa and wove a tale about
the battle of Dan-no-ura, whereupon he heard many
voices sobbing around him. He was then asked to
return and play the biwa and give a recitation for six
more nights.

Muso Kokushi, a monk of the Zen sect lost his way
in the mountains. An old priest in hermitage, who he
had chanced upon, directed him to a small village.
The village headman kindly received Muso; however, the headman died that very night. When Muso
was chanting a sutra in front of his dead body, a dim
ghost appeared and ate it.

At a certain house, the ghost of a woman who died in
that house happened to appear. A monk was asked to
help appease her and drive her from the dwelling. He
found a letter in a chest where she always appeared.
After the monk burnt the letter, the ghost ceased
appearing.

Kwaidan Spots

These are the places that appear in Yakumo’ s Kwaidan. Visiting the spots with
those stories in mind will let you experience them with an enlightened perspective. Don’ t just think of them as ordinary sightseeing spots.

Kwaidan

Matsue Castle

Spot

1

It is one of the twelve original remaining castles nationwide. Nicknamed the
"Plover Castle" it has been registered as a National Treasure of Japan since July
2015. The panoramic view of Matsue city and lake Shinji from the watchtower
is a visual pleasure.
Yakumo wrote about a strange phenomenon that occurred in the castle town.
This exists because of the curse of a young woman who was used as a castle
pillar in a human sacrifice, when the castle was being built.

1-5 Tonomachi, Matsue, Shimane

3

Spot

Guarding temple for Matsue Castle.
There is a Sansai-ryu style teahouse called Kangetsu-an. It is said that Fumai
used to visit here by boat, along the Horikawa River from Matsue Castle to
enjoy tea gatherings.
There is folklore that appears in Koizumi Yakumo’ s book, Kwaidan. If you sing
Kakitsubata, a Yokyoku (chanting song) at the Adzukitogi Bridge near the
temple, something terrible will happen.

27 Kitatamachi, Matsue, Shimane

ORIGINAL

Gesshoji Temple

Spot

The family temple of the Matsudaira clan, lords of Matsue Domain. Inside the
temple ground, there is a big stone statue of a tortoise that has a stone monument of Jyuzou, the 6th lord of the domain on its back.
Yakumo wrote about this interesting folklore in an essay regarding the giant
tortoise: `This tortoise used to wander the streets of the neighborhood in Matsue
at night and ate people. He was causing too much trouble, so a huge stone block
was placed on his back to stop him from moving`.

179 Sotonakahara-cho, Matsue, Shimane

Kwaidan

Fumonin

2

Kwaidan

4

Kwaidan

Daioji

Spot

It is a Hokke Sect temple that had been moved from Hirose town, Yasugi when
Matsue was founded. There is a quiet and calming atmosphere at this temple.
Yakumo described the strength of a mother’ s love as “love being stronger than
death” in the folklore Ame wo kau onna (story of a mother who died but became
a ghost to buy candies for her baby). The graveyard is beyond the stone wall and
the main gate of the temple in the white wall.

234 Nakahara-cho, Matsue, Shimane

KWAIDAN MOVIES ▶
http://saninguide.com/kwaidan_movie.html

Available
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A Master of
Sweets

Wagashi
Feature

Tsugio Itami

SHIMANE

Artistic
Handcrafted
Sweets
It was in the late Edo period when wagashi
(Japanese sweets) were introduced to Matsue.
When Fumai Matsudaira was the feudal lord of the Matsue
domain, various sweets were made for him.
Fumai was also known as a Japanese
tea ceremony master and developed
Fumai-ryu, his own unique style of
tea ceremony in the castle town,
Matsue.

Tsugio Itami

Born in 1935 in the Yatsuka district (now Matsue
city). After finishing at Tamayu Middle School in
1951, he began working as a wagashi maker. He has
been developing his skills for over 60 years and more
recently has received many accolades for his mastery.
He was honorably recognized as a “Food Master” in
1995 and “Contemporary Master Craftsman” , an
award given to prominent craftsmen, in 1998.
In 2001 he received a Medal with Yellow Ribbon
(award given to those who are held in high esteem for
professional diligence, superior technical knowledge,
and guidance and cultivation of younger workers).
From 2011, he started wagashi making demonstrations at Matsue History Museum for the Japanese
tea ceremony.

About Wagashi

Wagashi are traditional Japanese sweets that are made
with less oils or fats, spices or dairy products than
western sweets. The main ingredients are grains such
as rice or wheat; beans such as red beans or soybeans
and fine quality sugar called Wasanbon (refined sugar
made from Japanese sugarcane). Because of the
ingredients, they have become popular worldwide as
healthy sweets.
Another feature is the strong connection with the four
seasons in Japan. Especially Jounamagashi (high
quality wet confectionary), made by masters using
sophisticated techniques, to express the sense of the
seasons. You can really enjoy these for the taste but
also for the visual beauty.
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Honwarabimochi
Itami’ s signature creation
(made from bracken
starch)

Honogura
Rich-flavored sweets
using the highest quality
red beans Dainagon

Matsue is recognized in the List of the Top 3 Representative Japanese
Confectionary places along with Kyoto and Kanazawa.
At Matsue History Museum, located at the foot of Matsue Castle, the wagashi master
Tsugio Itami demonstrates his skills. You can try his wagashi with matcha and
test out his Contemporary Master Craftsman award winning skills, all while
enjoying the view of the Japanese garden.

和菓子

Matsudaira Harusato was the
seventh feudal lord of Matsue
domain, Izumo.
He was known as Fumai, one
of the representative tea
masters in the Edo period. His
style of tea ceremony has been
passed down as Fumai-ryu.

Enmusubi

Enmusubi, matchmaking
associated with the Izumo
shrine’ s god of that purpose

Tea Culture

Kantsubaki
Winter Camellia represented with wagashi paste
Nerikiri (made by kneading beans, yams and sugar)

Professional Points

Fumai is known as a Japanese tea ceremony master
and he successfully reformed the domain’ s governance while also fostering Fumai-ryu, his own
unique style of tea ceremony.
Fumai being an active tea master lead tea culture to
take root in Matsue. The big difference between
Matsue and other tea culture hot spots is that people
enjoy tea more casually. There isn’ t such a focus on
complicated procedures or respecting certain manners and people drink Usucha (slightly weaker than
usual macha) daily, as if it were normal tea. There
are still many locations where you can experience
Fumai-ryu tea culture in Matsue city.

Since Fumai spread tea culture in Matsue, many wagashi called meihin (refined sweets) were created and still
exist to this day. Especially Jounamagashi, made with sophisticated techniques and aesthetic sense by the
masters. These are “art pieces” that are a feast for your eyes and tongue.
Wagashi master Tsugio Itami, Contemporary Master Craftsman, continues to pass on the ancient techniques.
He is fond of calligraphy and the art of flower arrangement and sensitive to the latest trends in color or food.
This is reflected in his wagashi creations.
His motto is “to stay young and refine my taste” . You can observe his skill up close when he makes wagashi
masterpieces at Matsue History Museum.

How to Enjoy

Handmade wagashi created by the masters showcase
different tastes and appearances with varied shapes and
colors. No two are the same. There are some standard
wagashi made throughout the year, however, many
seasonal namagashi (wet confectionary) are also made.
If you take your time to enjoy tea while tasting sweet,
healthy and refined wagashi, your heart and soul will
really feel Japan. There are two Kougeigashi (decorated handcrafted sweets) exhibited at Matsue History
Museum that Itami spent two years to finish. Kougeigashi are called “sweet sculptures” that represent flowers, animals or sceneries three-dimensionally, just by
using wagashi ingredients.

Kiharu

279 Tonomachi, Matsue, Shimane (In Matsue History Museum)

You can enjoy Jounamagashi made by Tsugio Itami with tea. There is also coffee, macha
parfait and other various choices on the menu at Tea Shop Kiharu in Matsue History Museum.
Feel free to take a break here, whether you order something at the teashop or not. You can sit
in a lounge the size of about 30 tatami mattresses!
Take pleasure in viewing the seasonally expressive Japanese garden from the lounge.
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A Master of
Brewing

Sake

made in San’in
SHIMANE
TOTTORI

Why is sake

made in San’in
so good?

With the increase in worldwide popularity we wanted to

introduce the deep world of sake to everyone. Here’s a
special feature article to tantalize your mental taste buds!

The San’in region has an ideal climate and landscape for

sake and as such there is a strong historical and cultural
connection to this libation. As a result many local residents
have special feelings and an attachment to it.

We interviewed Dr. Shuji Horie at his house in Izumo who
dedicates himself to the dissemination and research of sake

as a doctor of agricultural. He has published many books on
the subject and has some fascinating stories to share.

Dr. Horie’s profile:

Shuji Horie

1935: Born in Izumo, Shimane.
1954: Graduated from Shimane Prefectural Izumo Industrial High School,
Department of Industrial Chemistry.
1954: Started work at Shimane Prefectural Industrial Research Institute
(now Shimane Institute for Industrial Technology).
1996: Retired and founded Alcoholic Beverages and Food Comprehensive Consulting
Horie SFI.
1996 - 1999: Worked as an Affiliate Professor at Shimane University Collaborative
Research Center.
2001 - present: Became a part-time lecturer at Shimane University, Department of
Law and Literature.
Present: An appointed committee member at the Department of Labor, Shimane Prefecture,
Izumo city, Shimane University Medical Department, NPO’ s and more!
Qualification: Doctor of Agriculture, Tottori University: A study on fermentation management of
refined sake mash (1999).
Awards
1978: Shimane Governor’ s Prize; for inventing a steamed rice machine and
improved optimization technology for ingredients processing in sake making.
1992: Brewing Society of Japan, Technological Award; for invention of an evaluation method of
Ginjo Koji and development of the application technology.
1997: Brewing Society of Japan, Distinguished Service Award; for many years of contributions
to the development of the brewing industry.
2004: Education Minister’ s Award; for invention of the OH type double vapor tank
for high quality sake making.
Main books
2012 Nihonshu no kita michi (translates as the history of Japanese Sake)
IMAI PRINTING CO., LTD.
2015 Sake kara mita inishie no Izumo (translates as Ancient Izumo and Sake)
IMAI PRINTING CO., LTD.
He has more co-authored books.
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What do you think about the popularity of sake overseas?
Traditional Japanese cuisine (Washoku) was added to UNESCO’ s
Intangible Cultural Heritage list. Sake pairs perfectly with this
cuisine and has therefore grown in popularity.
In the San’ in region the local Oki sake brewery has even taken
out the gold medal in French contests.
Jyunmai Daiginjyo, with a lot of flavor has been popular recently.
However, types that go well with meals like Jyunmai Ginjyo and
Jyunmai are gaining more popularity. (see pg.18, 19)
What’ s your recommended sake for foreigners?
Jyunmai Daiginjyo and Daiginyjo are aromatic and fruity, so they
work as an aperitif. Jyunmai has a strong taste and is recommended while having a meal.
No one can tell you what the best type of sake is, because everyone has a different sense of taste.
I give a lecture every year at the National Research Institute of
Brewing in East Hiroshima about “The historical change of sake
and food culture” to people all over the world.
At times, I let people try traditional styles of sake from the Nara
period, Muromachi period, the middle of the Edo period, the end
of the Edo period and the Meiji period, (when Koizumi Yakumo
was living in Matsue). There are some people whose eyes open in
surprise, who say those taste better than Ginjyo nowadays.
What do you think is a “good taste” for sake?
Since the Liquor Tax Law has distinct categories for Daiginjyo or
Jyunmai and so on, people have the idea that simply drinking
Daiginjyo is the best. The evaluation of what sake tastes good
really depends on the individual. You may taste things differently
depending on your condition, the time of day or the atmosphere
where you are drinking, even if it’ s the same sake. You cannot
tell which tastes the best unconditionally.
It’ s important to choose sake that goes well with your food, to get
the most enjoyment out of it. It is fun to find what works well
with different meals. Spend some time and find the taste combinations you like.
However, I guess there isn’ t enough information yet. I’ m going
to add some tips.
It has been said since ancient times that the best sake comes from
the harmony of the five flavors.
These five flavors are sour, sweet, spicy, bitter and tart.

The secret to delicious sake is
the climate and natural features of San`in
and the skill of the masters
Although, because it does require some training to taste those
five flavors, the taste of sake is commonly described using
sweet, dry, strong, weak, off-flavor or aroma.
The sweetness or dryness depends on the amount of water that’ s
used during the brewing process. The less water the sweeter it
becomes, more and it’ s drier.
The strength of the flavor changes according to the type of rice,
type or the amount of yeast mash, type of koji mold, temperature and amount used during the koji production.
Off-flavor is often used to mean a heavy taste, strong and complicated taste or unclear flavor. Some people feel that it’ s
umami (a savory taste), so don’ t think off-flavor is disgusting.
To create the off-flavor a different rate of rice polishing and
temperature of fermentation of the main fermenting mash (the
stage of production during fermentation before sake becomes a
liquid) is used.
The characteristic aroma is called Ginjyoka.
When you pour Daiginjyo into your mouth, you can smell the
rich and elegant aroma. Because of that, the image that Ginjyo
tastes good has spread far and wide. As I was mentioning
before, sometimes this strong aroma can feel overpowering,
depending on the situation.
How did Japanese sake brewing begin?
First off, not just sake but making alcohol started about 4000 to
5000 years ago. Scores of jars and cups with elderberry seeds
and wild vine grapes were excavated from the Sannai-Maruyama special historical site in Aomori Prefecture. It
seems that people enjoyed making sake from fruit at that time.
Sake making using rice is thought to have arrived in Southern
Kyushu when slash-and- burn agriculture was brought, around
the end of the Jomon period.
The method used at that time is called Kuchikami-sake, literally
meaning you ferment rice that you have chewed in your mouth.
This method was used till the middle of the Meiji period in the
Sakishima Islands, Tokara Islands, Okinawa and Monbetsu
Ainu in Hokkaido.
Around 600 BC, the method that uses koji mold, steamed rice
and water, which originated in the Yangtze River basin in
China, was brought to Northern Kyushu with rice-paddy cultivation.This sake making method made it across the Seto Inland
Sea and down the Yamato River that runs into the Yodo River,
the main stream that goes into Osaka Bay. The method was
received and much further developed in Nara Prefecture.
On the other hand, the method that adds koji mold to rice porridge originated from the Northeastern part of China. This was
brought to the Izumo region around the end of Yayoi period and
it is still used at Izumo Grand Shrine or Susa Shrine when there
is a religious service or festival.
At the beginning of the Nara period, the different methods used
in each provincial capital started to be nationally standardized.
Around that time, sake was quite sweet and had a very
strong flavor.
When the Heian period began, the technique was developed,
and a greater variety of sake was made. During the Muromachi

period, a method using lactic fermentation and a sterilization
technique using fire were brought from China. This is where the
foundation of modern sake brewing is derived.
Because of the mythology from Izumo, like Yamata no Orochi
(the eight-headed monster serpent), some people think that sake
originated in the San’ in region. What do you think about the
connection between sake and San’ in?
When we talk about the connection between sake and San’ in,
Izumo mythology is frequently brought up. For sure, in Izumo
mythology, Yamata no Orochi was destroyed by getting drunk
and killed. Yashiori-no-sake (the name of sake that helped kill
Orochi) is also mentioned in Nihonshoki (The Chronicles of
Japan), where different methods of making this sake are introduced, even from fruits.
Sake making is mentioned in many other mythologies; however,
rice-paddy cultivation was brought to the Izumo region about
300 years later than North Kyushu. It is difficult to say that the
origin of sake making is the San’ in region.
Rice cultivars suitable for making sake are called Shuzo-kotekimai.
The oldest confirmed Shuzo-kotekimai is called Omachi from
Okayama Prefecture.
It is said that 70% of sake brewing rice distributed in Japan is
from the Omachi family.
By the way, the most famous sake brewing rice Yamadanishiki
is a crossbreed of Omachi and Yamadaho from Hyogo Prefecture.
It is said that there was a hard-working farmer in Omachi,
Takashima-mura, Joutou-gun, Okayama (present day Omachi,
Naka-ku, Okayama-city). His name was Jinzo Kishimoto and in
1859 he went on a trip to Daisen, Houki (present day Tottori
Prefecture) for a new year’ s visit. On his way back home he saw
some tall rice-plants in full ear near Mimasaka. After asking and
receiving two ears from the owner of the rice field he returned
home. He repeated prototyping in his own field and managed to
make rice perfectly suited for sake making and named it Omachi.
Derived from Omachi, research institutes both in Shimane and
Tottori developed sake rice suitable for brewing in the San’ in
climate. Many varieties were created.
In this way, the San’ in area has rice cultivars and the right environment to make sake. I think this area has a lot to be proud of,
what with the traditional techniques from Izumo brewers or
Tajima brewers.
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Why is sake

made in San’in
so good?

There are many sake breweries and
famous sake brands in the San’ in
region. What do you think is the
secret of San’in making quality sake?
I think there are few things that should
be mentioned for why sake in the
San’ in region is so good.
One; there are rice cultivars suitable
for sake making. Two; there are
terraced rice-fields suitable for cultivating sake brewing rice. Three; there
are many brewers with excellent skills.
First of all, if I talk about water, I have to mention the Chugoku
mountains. They are gentle ranges that contain decomposed
granite soil from geological weathering.
Dead leaves pile up there and become leaf mold. Rain water
slowly goes through those layers and gets filtered by the decomposed granite soil, which then becomes water with the perfect
amount of calcium, magnesium and other minerals suitable for
sake making.
Secondly, I have to mention the rice. Cultivating rice in terraced
rice-fields on gentle mountain ranges has great advantages, such
as getting good quality water and having efficient drainage, as I
was mentioning before. As well as these there are large temperature differences between day and night.
Good quality water and efficient drainage improves the growth
of rice.
Having a large temperature difference between day and night
enriches the grains of rice. Having plenty of sunshine during the
day lets starch accumulate and the low temperature overnight
keeps the starch consumption low from respiration.
In addition, as I mentioned above, there are many brewers who
have inherited traditional techniques from Izumo brewers or
Tajima brewers in San’ in. The key is the environment is important and inevitably that will deliver great sake.
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What does the future of sake hold? What is your
perspective?
As mentioned before, Traditional Japanese cuisine (washoku)
was added to UNESCO’ s Intangible Cultural Heritage list.
Accordingly, sake is exported more and known worldwide for
its quality.
Meanwhile, in Japan some sake consumption, such as Ginjyo
or Junmai has slightly increased, although, competition with
other alcohol beverages as a whole is intensifying.
Nowadays, whiskey or liquors from all over the world and
especially a lot of good wine is imported from Europe, the US
or South America. These are sold cheaply in any convenience
store or supermarket.
In addition, the Japanese diet became more diversified and life
styles became full of variety. It is pleasing but I think it means
sake faces a difficult situation.
The flavor of Sake doesn’ t depend on yearly ingredients as
much as wine. Even if you use the same rice, the difference in
water, how the koji mold is made and the balance of blending
affects the taste a lot. Different manufacturing processes produce varied tastes.
I am now writing a book Nihonshu no Gijutsu, Nihonshu no
Ogi (techniques of sake, secrets of sake (a tentative title)) to
spread the interest, depth and quality of sake to many people.
The main content of the book is on how you can make good
quality sake as intended and what is technically possible. It will
also include the historical transition of brewing techniques.
Generally what people think good sake is really depends on the
individual. However, choosing sake can be helped not only by
researchers or alcohol experts like us but also by cooking
experts, since they know what combinations of sake and cuisine work.
These days, there are newly developed analytical instruments
that convert sake taste into a numerical value, although, the
components are complicated. Flavor has complex elements and
some analyzed number cannot define what is a “good sake
taste” .
After all, defining “which sake goes well with which cuisine”
has to be done by human senses at this stage. As I mentioned
before, sake experts like us, technicians and cooking experts
should be involved as well as AI, to come up with some new
method to comprehensively judge sake in the future.
Since exporting continues to grow in popularity, it will be an
important task to settle new drinking environments, so that
foreigners can understand how to pair sake with different cuisines.
How was Dr. Horie’s interview? Hope you’re more interested in sake

now! Try plenty of sake to find your favorite. Don’t forget to think about

combining it with your meals, you’ll surely find many unique parings.

Why is sake made in San’in so good?

What
you need
to know

In the talk by Dr. Horie, words such as
Daiginjo or Junmai-shu are used.
Now we’ ll tell you the classifications of sake,
how they tend to taste and some
additional information.

Types of Japanese Sake
Currently, the Liquor Tax Law divides sake into
eight distinct categories (as you can see in the
table on the right).
If it is made using only rice and rice koji it’ s
called Junmai-shu (pure rice wine). If a limited
volume of brewers’ alcohol is added, the name is
Honjozo-shu.
Seimai (rice polishing) is done to scrape off the
outer layer of the rice.
The type of sake that is made is delineated
according to the amount that is scraped (the rice
polishing ratio).
Sake has a variety of flavors, with some having a
strong sweetness and aroma, some with fruity
flavors, some with a pungent aroma and strong
alcoholic taste.
There was a theory that because at one time it was
the most expensive, Junmai Daiginjo is the most
delicious. However, in recent years the idea that
“taste is individual” seems to be the leading ideology.
What makes sake so delicious
As Dr. Horie mentioned, there are some concerns. Currently in Japan there are various opinions about the deliciousness and quality of sake.
There are no clear standards under discussion.
Classes such as Junmai-shu and Junmai Daiginjo
are classifications of manufacturing methods and
are not directly linked to the taste.
However, it is generally said that Honjozo-shu is
dry, and Junmai-shu has a soft mouth-feel.
The lower the rice polishing percentage, the
fruitier the aroma will be. It is said that polishing
removes proteins around the rice and the koji
mold releases the aroma components like apples.
However, since the surrounding proteins also
contain umami components, there are many
people who like Honjozo-shu or Junmai-shu,
because the rice is not well polished and there is
more of an umami taste.
People have different preferences of red or white
wine, aged aromas or sour acidic tastes. It’ s the
same for sake, people prefer many different varieties. It is a fact!
Because sake is transparent, some people think
that it’ s distilled liquor. However it is fermented
or brewed, the same as wine or beer.
Also, be aware that the distilled liquor shochu
made from potato or wheat is available in Japan.
It’ s easy to confuse the two (shochu has a lot of
fans too).
You can read more about sake in Dr. Horie’ s
books (in Japanese only). Currently, he is working on a new book. Cannot wait!

Categories of Japanese sake

Honjozo-shu

Junmai-shu
(pure rice wine)
<Ingredients>

< Ingredients >

Rice, rice koji, brewers alcohol

Junmai Daiginjo

Daiginjo

Rice polishing
ratio up to 50%

Ginjo production*,
characteristic flavor,
good coloration

Ginjo production*,
unique flavor,
coloration is particularly good

Junmai Ginjo-shu

Ginjo-shu

Rice polishing
ratio up to 60%

Ginjo production*,
unique flavor,
coloration is particularly good

Ginjo production*,
unique flavor,
good coloration

Special Honjozo-shu
Full flavor, coloration is
particularly good

Honjozo-shu
Good flavor,
good coloration

Rice, rice koji

Special Junmai-shu

Rice polishing ratio
Full flavor, coloration is
not exceeding 60%
particularly good
with special
manufacturing methods

Rice polishing
ratio up to 70%

Other

Junmai-shu
Good flavor,
good coloration

Ginjo production: rice is polished more and it is fermented for longer at a lower temperature.
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Is San’in
a great place
to enjoy sake
sake ?
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From Dr. Horie’s interview, we now know that a lot of good sake is made in San’in.

So, is San’in a great place to enjoy good sake ? The answer is YES!
Let’s look at some different points of view to see why San’in is great.

Reason

There are many onsen ryokans where you can
1 enjoy sake to your hearts content.

If you think of a place synonymous with sake, not only in San’ in, the
first thing that comes to mind is onsen ryokans.
After soaking yourself in a local onsen your body and mind are
relaxed. Drink some sake and eat well-paired dishes freely, without
worrying about driving or having to catch the last train. What a treat!
Luckily, from east to west there are many famous onsen resorts with
great quality water in San’ in. In addition, Tottori Airport, Yonago
Airport, Izumo Airport and Hagi-Iwami Airport provide great access
to Tottori and Shimane Prefectures. These locations are all well connected and easily accessible by train.
Izumo Airport
Tachikuekyo

Yunotsu

Tamatsukuri

Sanbe

Hagi Iwami Airport Arifuku
Araiso

Asahi
Mimata

Togo

Tottori
Hawai Hamamura
Goenyuin

Kaike

Shikano

Misasa
Chihara Okuizumo Beautiful Skin
Hot Spring Village
Okayama
Hiroshima

Muikaichi

Main onsen resorts in San’ in
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2

Iwai

There are a plethora of restaurants where you
can enjoy sake.

Don’ t forget about the humble izakaya (Japanese style restaurant
bar) when you think of sake.
The kanji 居 (i) means you present or sit there and 居 酒 (izake)
was used to describe sake that people gathered and drunk in front
of a sake store. That is the origin of the word 居酒屋 (izakaya,
屋-ya means a shop), a place you can have a good time drinking sake with friends.
Dishes with various seafood and wagyu (Japanese beef) are
served in San’ in izakayas. There is also a broad selection of local
sake from all over San’ in. The prices are reasonable, and you can
immerse yourself in the local atmosphere.
The concept of “locally-grown and locally-consumed” has
expanded and many izakayas are serving more organic dishes
with locally grown fresh vegetables.

Tottori
Sekigane

Shimane

Tsuwano

Tottori Airport

Yonago Airport

Reason

Reason

3

You can enjoy crabs and oysters which are
specialties of the San’in coast.

Any famous onsen ryokan in the San’ in region serves locally
caught fresh seafood for your dining pleasure.
The San’ in coast has some of the best fishing ports and quality
seafood in all of Japan. Especially Red Snow Crab that is in season

Is San’in a great place to enjoy sake?

from September to June and is the main delicacy of the area.
There is also the famous San’ in Snow Crab that is only available
between November and March. The taste is sublimely sweet, and
the juicy meat is a must try!
Both crabs pair perfectly with sake. Especially Kourashu (crab
shell sake – where you pour sake into a crab shell with the
innards still inside, then heat it up) is highly recommended. The
rich flavor spreads throughout your mouth and the great smell of
sake and crab permeate through your nose.
Summer is oyster season and the ones offshore of San’ in are big
and filling. Tottori natural rock oyster brand Natsuki is the top of
the top and is caught by free-diving fisherman. It’ s too big for a
single mouthful and the juicy, creamy taste is unforgettable.
Oyster season comes in summer, but you can enjoy oysters from
the Oki islands as early as March. An easy way to remember is
that as soon as crab season is over, it’ s oyster season. Deep-fried
crispy and creamy oysters matches fabulously with chilled sake.

Reason

San’in is proud of not only seafood but also
4 wagyu.

San’ in’ s many wagyu beef brand names are a source of pride.
For example, there’ s Tottori Wagyu Oleic 55, Daisen Kuroushi,
Shimane Wagyu, Okigyu and Iwami Wagyu, to name a few.
Oleic 55 is Tottori wagyu that contains more than 55% Oleic
Acid (the main component of olive oil). The tender and juicy
meat is a feature of this brand.
Daisen Kuroushi won the award for the best quality meat in that
category of the Zenkoku Wagyu Nouryoku Kyousinkai (the
“Wagyu Olympics” ) the nationwide wagyu competitive exhibition 2017.
It is a relatively reasonably priced rare brand of wagyu that is
only available in a few local restaurants in Yonago, Tottori or
Ginza, Tokyo.

Wagyu also pairs well with sake. When it’ s cold try it in Sukiyaki
(hot pot) or Shabushabu with warm sake to soothe the soul. In
spring, skewers and sake under a cherry blossom is nirvanic. In
summer, try some cold Shabushabu or barbeque with super chilled
sake to cool you down. Throughout the year it can be enjoyed in
many styles, simply have it with sake and you’ll never go back.

Reason

5

San’in snacks make sake taste even better.

Since there are copious amounts of snowfall in San’ in, people
spend a lot of time at home drinking, rather than going out. Typical
local snacks help keep the spirit up during these enforced sit ins.
Akagai (boiled bloody clam in soy sauce), Akaten (deep-fried
fish cake with cayenne pepper), Agonoyaki (grilled flying fish
paste rolled on a stick), Rakkyou (pickled scallion in sweet vinegar), Ita Wakame (wakame seaweed dried in the shape of a board)
all go well with sake and that’s what the locals are familiar with.
After drinking, try miso soup with Shijimi clams. Shijimi contains ornithine that helps liver function and is one of the specialties of Shinji Lake that straddles both Tottori and Shimane Prefectures. It boasts the top market share in all Japan.
There are more reasons why San’in is a great
place to enjoy sake .
Come visit to find out why.
You won’t regret your decision. Delicious sake
is waiting for you everywhere!

e!
Awesom
in ! !
San’
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food and water so delicious?

San’ in sake is so good
because the water and
rice are such high quality
and the techniques of
sake masters bring out the
best in these ingredients.
Listen in as we tell you
about the rich blessings of
nature that San’ in has to
offer and how we’ re
making the most of it.

天然水

Why is San’in’s

Shimane

Tottori

Okudaisen Bunanomori
Water Plant

Suntory
Natural Mineral Water
Okudaisen Factory
Okudaisen is a place surrounded by rich
nature. From ancient times locals
believed that the gods live in Mt. Daisen.
That is why there is such beautiful nature
and it’ s even designated as a national
park. Suntory Natural Mineral Water
Okudaisen Factory stands in the middle
of the beech tree forest in Okudaisen.

A Master of
Quality Management

Mineral
Water
TOTTORI

Nature creates
the best quality
Kitanisawa mountain stream

Feature: Suntory Natural Mineral Water Okudaisen Factory

Soft and f luffy soil is nature’s own water factory
Okudaisen is a privileged place where rich nature produces crystal clear
water. Suntory Natural Mineral Water: Okudaisen is sourced underground.
The rainwater or snow that lands on Okudaisen drips down through layers
of trees, leaves and into the soft and fluffy soil. In the forest the water
spends about 20 years being purely filtered by slowly sinking through the
many stratums, it becomes soft and contains numerous natural minerals. At
the Okudaisen factory, the quality of raw water gets checked every day and
strictly filtered and sterilized. Inspectors examine the water, complete
chemical testing and tastings, to see if the water meets the rigid standards.

GOOD RIENCE
EXPE
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This is what the bot tle looks like
before processing. It will become
the plastic bottle you see here.

Natural Mineral Water:
Okudaisen
It’s remarkably soft water and it
even has a sort of sweetness.

Factory tour

Suntory Natural Mineral Water Okudaisen Factory

There is a free factory tour at the Okudaisen Factory. The tour includes a projection mapping screening with a
georama of Okudaisen, observing the actual production line making plastic bottles and filling the natural mineral
water, labeling and more. At the end of the tour you even get some souvenirs, including Okudaisen Natural Mineral Water to take home. The tour is held four or five times a day, but the space is limited, so it’ s better to reserve
online. There is also another tour where you can stroll around the factory. The tours are only run in Japanese.

TEL 0859-75-6114
Address; 1177 Kasarahara, Mitsukue, Ouji, Koufu-cho, Hino-gun, Tottori
Closed on Tuesdays and Wednesdays Shutdown in January and February
The number of tours per day and closed days are subject to
change depending on the season.

Why is San’in’s

food and water so delicious?

Nitamai (Nita rice),
the best rice in the west
Uonuma Koshihikari (a species of
rice) represents east and Nitamai
represents west, is the phrase that
people use when they talk about good
quality rice with a renowned reputation. Nitamai is the production area’ s
brand of Koshihikari that is harvested
in Okuizumo-cho, Shimane.

米

A Master of
Agriculture

Nitamai
SHIMANE

Gold
Shining
Rice
Tottori

Shimane

Nita rice of rice terraces

Born from the history of
Tatara iron making.
The taste sensation, Nitamai.
In Okuizumo-cho, Shimane, an ancient iron making art form
(tatara iron making) has been passed down for over 1000
years. Tatara uses iron sand cut from the mountains. Large
volumes of charcoal are then used for the smelting process.
For that, extensive mountain areas in the Okuizumo region
were cut and became temporary wastelands, although one
after another, those areas were reproduced into rice paddies
over hundreds of years. This is how human civilization has
coexisted with nature in this region.
Nitamai is carefully cultivated in those historically significant rice paddies. It is extremely popular nationally and
when Nitamai is freshly cooked, it is shiny and soft. Every
bite releases the sweetness and umami flavors and they
permeate through your mouth.

When rice plants get dried outside,
water drops appear on the surface
because of the difference in temperature. This makes the rice shine
golden with the morning sunrays.

Why is Nitamai this tasty?

There are good reasons

REASON

REASON

1

Made in rice paddies
on a slope

2

Traditional way of
making fertile soil

Most of the wet rice fields in Okuizumo-cho, Shimane have been
used that way for generations. Rice paddies on a slope are called
tanada. Ohara Shinden (a tanada) in the Umaki area, Izumo-cho
is listed as “one of the 100 most beautiful tanada in Japan”.

Cattle Breeding has been thriving in Okuizumo-cho,
Shimane since ancient times. In the rice fields, the
age-old technique of making soil rich in nutrients is to
mix in cattle manure. This helps produce delicious rice.

REASON

REASON

3

Rich mineral water

Plenty of water is required for rice production; from
planting right through to harvesting. The production area
for Nitamai contains snowmelt water full of minerals that
has passed through the granite soil. It is grown using that
rich mineral water.

Local sake of
Okuizumo

GOOD RIENCE
EXPE

Local sake made
by Izumo brewers’
uses traditional
techniques with sake rice and the rich forest
water. From ancient times, sake has been made
in the Izumo region in Shimane and some
people say that it is the birthplace of sake.

4

Temperature variation
between day and night

The difference in temperature
between day and night

The rice paddies located at an elevation of 300-500 meters in
the Chugoku region have a large temperature difference
between the day and night. The rice that grows there accumulates a great amount of starch but with less protein. That
condition is good for producing high quality and delicious rice.

White Rice

Special features of Nitamai
are that it is shiny and
chewy. Carefully cultivated rice shines and from the
moment you put it in your
mouth a strong sweetness assaults your senses.
The taste is ranked as “Special A” , which is the best
rank, in the ranking system of Japan Grain Inspection
Association in 2000 and 2003.
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Why is San’in’s

food and water so delicious?

TOTTORI
WAGYU

History of Tottori Wagyu
At the foot of Mt. Daisen, Daisen Livestock Market was held from the
Edo period. There is a long history of cattle and horses being traded in
this area. Tottori wagyu inherited the lineage of the name Ketaka (the
breed of cow) that won first prize at the inaugural “Wagyu Olympics” .

Wagyu Beef in San’in

TOPICS

牛

Tottori has been known for its quality wagyu production since the Edo period. Tottori pedigree wagyu is
known to contain Oleic acid that is also the main component of olive oil. It is said that Oleic acid is directly
related to how the beef melts in your mouth. Tottori
wagyu containing 55% or more Oleic acid is branded as
Tottori Wagyu Oleic 55. Relish the taste as this soft and
tender beef melts in your mouth!

You will get hooked on
this rich flavor!

Beef-bone Ramen

Daisen has been an area of cattle production because of its rich nature. This is the
reason why it is said that getting beef
bones was easier than other regions.
There is a rich beef flavor, but it is not
overpowering and it’ s to get addicted.
You can try it in various areas in Tottori
including Kotoura and Kurayoshi.

Image of Beef-bone Ramen

Best of

beef

A Master of

In the San’ in region, stretching far from east to
west and blessed with nature including Mt.
Daisen, the livestock industry is thriving.
The meat quality won the award for the best in
Japan. Among the different wagyu’ s, we will
introduce some of the best representatives of
Tottori and Shimane.

Livestock

Wagyu
TOTTORI
SHIMANE

SHIMANE
WAGYU

Shimane Wagyu is from Japanese cattle that have been
reared carefully in the vast nature of Shimane Prefecture. By having vivid colors, deep richness and flavorful taste, the meat won the Most Honorable Award,
Prime Minister Award and other awards at the
“Wagyu Olympics” . It is recognized nationwide for
the edgy softness, Umami flavor and the silky fat that
isn’ t too heavy.

TOPICS
Legendary Black Cattle

History of Shimane Wagyu
In the mountain area of Izumo, which was the main production region of tatara
iron, many cattle and horses were indispensable as a means of transportation.
For that reason, Cattle Breeding was also thriving. In the 1950s, as the demand
for transportation decreased, the industry evolved towards meat production.
From this the Shimane Wagyu name became well known nationwide.
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Okigyu (Oki Beef)
Oki, a group of islands floating in the northeast of
the Shimane peninsula has a blessed natural
environment. Controlled and consistent breeding
techniques produce safe and high quality Okigyu.
The taste is the unique flavor of the best of the
best black cattle and is called “legendary black
cattle” as there are few breeding stocks.

Why is San’in’s

food and water so delicious?

DAISEN G BEER

Best of

beer

麦

Daisen G Beer’ s craft beer is brewed at a
small brewery on the hillside of Mt. Daisen,
300 meters above sea level. The Weizen represented Daisen G Beer at and won the World
Beer Award 2011 in its category. The rich,
clean taste is recognized worldwide.

Tottori

DAISEN G BEER

A Master of
Brewery

Craft Beer
TOTTORI
SHIMANE

SHIMANE
BREWERY
(Matsue Beer Hearn)

Beer brewed in Matsue that the literary master
Koizumi Yakumo loved. Based on worldwide
traditional methods of beer brewing, it features an
original taste that is tailored to the Japanese
climate. There is also a shop and restaurant
attached to the brewery. It was the winner of the
World Beer Award 2018; Japan: Country Winner

AKARI BREWING

A small brewery just opened in Shikano-cho
in Tottori Prefecture. Ginger Brown Ale uses
locally made ginger that is characterized by a
mild, refreshing taste and is outstandingly
compatible with any dish, especially Tottori
Wagyu or jibie (wild game meat) dishes.

Tottori

AKARI Brewing

San’in Craft Beer
Craft beer is also called Jibiru (local beer) in
Japan. There are several small breweries in
San’ in, each producing distinctive beer. The
compatibility with San’ in wagyu is perfection.

IWAMI
BEER
(Iwami Bakushu)

Matsue
Beer Hearn

Shimane

Iwami Bakushu is a brewery located in Gotsu
city in the west part of Shimane Prefecture. Utilizing local agricultural products such as barley and
yuzu, abundantly flavored beer is produced. There
are many varieties with a small volume of production, 100 ℓ ~ 150 ℓ per brew.

Iwami
Bakushu

Shimane
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A Master Of
Architecture

Misasa Onsen

Nageiredo
TOTTORI

The

Mt. Mitoku is known as “the mountain dwelling of gods and Buddhist deities” .
The mountain is a sacred training ground for Shugendo (a syncretic set of religious beliefs combining esoteric Buddhism, Shinto ascetic practices and mountain
worshipping). The National treasure Nageiredo, the inner hall of Sanbutsuji
Temple, awaits you at the end of Gyoujado (a Mt. Mitoku training trekking route).
It is known as `the most dangerous national treasure in Japan`. Even though when
you climb Mt. Mitoku you push yourself and face danger, the solemnness and
beauty keep attracting more visitors.

mountain

dwelling of

gods

and Buddhist deities
National Treasure
NAGEIREDO
Training site for the Purification
of the Six Roots of Perception.
Mt. Mitoku is a training ground for Shugendo. The
mountain highlights Shinto ideology of co-existence
and co-prosperity with nature. It is a sacrosanct place
where you get in tune with ancient Japanese culture.
Misasa Onsen resort, which is one of the world’ s
finest radon hot springs, is just a stone’ s throw away.
The etiquette of bathing at Misasa Onsen to purify the
body and mind before commencing your journey up
Mt. Mitoku has arisen over time.
Training on Mt. Mitoku purifies the six roots of perception; eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body and mind. The
concept is called Rokkon Shojo (Purification of the Six
Roots of Perception). At Misasa Onsen, relaxing and
soothing in the hot waters heals the six senses of sight,
hearing, smell, taste, touch and spirit. This is known
as Rokkan Chiyu (Healing of the Six Senses). The
history and culture of purification and healing and
deep relationship between Mt. Mitoku and Misasa
Onsen is the reason The Agency for Cultural Affairs
selected these as Japanese Heritage sites in 2015.
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投入堂

Three virtues are bestowed
in only one climb
Nageiredo, which is situated precariously on a cliff-face, is the
symbol of Mt. Mitoku. It is believed that Zao-gongen, a deity enshrined
in the middle of the mountain, represents the fulfillment of one’ s
vows. People worship this as the god of happiness, fortune and prosperity.
From ancient times people have cherished Komori-gongen, the god
of Jyutoku (the power to live a long and healthy life). This deity is
enshrined in Jizodo a smaller temple on the climb. Katte-gongen, the
god of wisdom and virtue that bestows knowledge and moral, is
enshrined in Monjyudo, a temple closer to the base.
Since you can gain three virtues; happiness, fortune and prosperity;
the power to live out your life healthily; wisdom and virtue that
gives you knowledge and moral, from one trek, it started to be called
Mt. Mitoku (the mountain of three virtues). Although, trekking here
means something completely different from trekking in Western culture.
Mt. Mitoku is where you experience Rinne Tensho (reincarnation
after your body and mind are purified) in the pure nature of the
mountains.

You can experience Shugendo training.
Kusari-zaka, the very steep rocky path was damaged by the earthquake of October 2016. A giant rock with a climbing chain attached
received a big crack during the quake. However, crowd funding
helped restore the route, with more than 9 million yen raised. The
target of 2 million yen within a month was easily eclipsed and Kusari-zaka could be re-opened using a different route.
The earthquake recorded quakes up to magnitude 6. However, all the
buildings including Nageiredo remained safe. The ancient people
considered natural disasters like earthquakes and typhoons while
undertaking their constructions. You can see the idea of co-existence
and co-prosperity with nature in the construction of their buildings.
Experience the trainings of Shugendo that pilgrim monks undertook.
Takigyo (meditation by sitting under a waterfall) is held at different
times during the year and always on the 15th of August. Come join
the Fire Walking Ritual (walking barefoot across burnt wood) in the
annual Fire Festival that is held on the last Sunday in October.

Mt. Mitoku
Sanbutsuji-temple
Chief Priest

Ryochu Yoneda
The Chief Priest at Sanbutsuji-temple
that celebrated its 1300-year anniversary in 2006. Graduated from Taisho
University. After working as a Tottori
Prefectural official, he became the
Chief Priest of Wakoin-temple in
1974. He went on to become the chief
priest of Sanbutsuji-temple from
1981. A director of the Sanin region
temple office of Tendai sect.
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Nageiredo & Mt. Mitoku

?
What!
?
!
Why

Mysterious SIX Stories
Mt. Mitoku, Nageiredo and Misasa Onsen close by still have many mysteries. We can say that its mystique is the biggest reason why it attracts visitors.
Here we introduce some of the mysteries related to Mt. Mitoku, Nageiredo
and Misasa Onsen.

1

What!?
Why!?

In 706, En-no-Gyoja a founder of Shugendo threw three
lotus petals into the air and prayed for them to land on holy
Buddhist sites. One of these petals landed on Mt. Mitoku
in Hoki Province and thus became a holy site of Shugendo.
This story has been passed down to this day as The Legend
of the Lotus Petals. When En-no-Gyoja visited Mt.
Mitoku, he found a cave on the cliff around 100 meters
high and Nageiredo was built there.

2

What!?
Why!?

So, how did ancient people build a fine temple on such a sheer cliff,
where people wouldn’ t normally choose to go? Actually, the construction still remains a mystery.
The way up to Nageiredo is quite challenging. It feels almost impossible that people carried pillars and wood boards up there. Some
theories suggest that materials were lowered down from the top of
the cliff, or that it was built in winter using snow as the scaffolding.
However, there is no evidence for any of these. It adds to the mystique by having to consider the answer.
Thus, a legend is told where En-no-Gyoja used his mystical power
and threw the temple in the cave. This is told even today and is
where the name Nageiredo (thrown temple) became widely known.
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3

What!?
Why!?

The Stone Stairs of Praying on the approach to Nageiredo
are also called the 20 Steps for Eye-opening. In the old days,
a blind visitor wishing for his sight to return came to bring
heavy stone steps from the foot of the mountain. He made
the round trip, stone by stone, many times and when he
finally finished the 20th step his eyes opened with his vision
returned.

4
What!?
Why!?

The wooden statue of Zao-gongen from Nageiredo has
been moved to the treasure hall of Sanbutsuji-temple so
visitors can view it there.
Three Wooden tags and some ancient writings were found
in the wooden statue of Zao-gongen, when it was restored
in 1914. From that ancient writing, it was discovered that
the statue was made by Koukei, a famous sculptor of Buddhist statues around 1152 to 1196.

5

What!?
Why!?

Nageiredo is made up of two complexes. Zao-do (temple that
enshrines Zao-gongen) and Aizen-do (temple that enshrines
Aizen-Myoou)
Aizen-do is smaller than and is estimated to have been built before
Zao-do. The structures of Aizen-do are very different from other
buildings of the same era. It
looks more like one of the Buddhist objects called zushi (a
miniature temple alter to place
Buddhist statues). Some people
believe that Aizen-do was built
at the base of the mountain and
carried up, just like a Omikoshi
(a Shinto palanquin) on people’ s shoulders.

6

What!?
Why!?

In the Heian period, Samanosuke Okubo, a skilled archer, samurai warrior and servant of Yoshitomo Minamoto (father of the
shōgun Yoritomo Minamoto) was visiting Mt. Mitoku, to pray for
the revival of the Minamoto clan.
He encountered an old white wolf on the way. Upon contemplation that old beasts could be an incarnation of Buddha or the
gods, he released his nocked bow and instead decided to let it go.
That night, Myoken-Bosatsu (Myoken Bodhisattva
– god of the North Star) appeared in Samanosuke’ s
dream. In appreciation for sparing the life of the
white wolf he told him of the location of a hot
spring. That is how Misasa Onsen was discovered.
Misasa Onsen (Misasa literally
means three mornings) was
named because on the morning of
your third day at Misasa Onsen,
you will feel re-invigorated.
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A place to
experience
Rinne Tensho

The trail to the national treasure Nageiredo, the symbol of Mt. Mitoku is challenging. It
is said that you can feel at one with nature, because of the concentration required to
complete the climb. Hone the sense of your whole body as you tackle this trek.
Every single approach to Nageiredo has a meaning and visitors can experience Rinne
Tensho with the purification of your body and mind. The ideology of Shugendo is based
in the natural world, where trees, grasses, flowers, stones, animals and insects are the
object of veneration. For that reason, you are not allowed to harm any nature, such as
the trees or flowers, nor allowed to take anything with you, not even a small stone!

(reincarnation after purification of your body and mind).

02 Stone statue of

01 Kekkaimon

03 Kazura-zaka

En-no-Gyoja

Visitors enter the Shugendo training path from the
main hall of Sanbutsuji-temple and pass through a
red gate. There are two old tall cedar trees right
behind this gate. These are the boundaries; the red
gate is for this world, the cedar trees are for the
natural world. The river ahead is also the dividing
boundary between the land of the dead and this
world. Visitors cross over the river on Shikuinobashi Bridge, to enter the natural world.

▶

There is a stone statue of En-no-Gyoja, a
founder of Shugendo. It is placed in front of
Nogiwa-inari shrine, where the god of the
mountain is enshrined. After paying respect
to En-no-Gyoja, you may start your trek.

▶

14

Kazura-zaka (Kazura slope) is a steep slope
with tangled knots of thick tree roots, like an
adventure obstacle course. En-no-Gyoja
used to wear clothes made by the creeping
plant Kazura. By taking steps on Kazura-zaka, you are climbing and training with
En-no-Gyoja.

▶

There is nothing remaining now, but it was
where ancient pilgrim monks used to stay.
Nowadays, it is used for a ceremony to make
offerings to the gods. Shugendo trainers use
a fire called Goma before they start their
training.

05 Stone Stairs of Prayers

12

13

Kannondo

Motoyuikakedo

On the approach to Nageiredo sit the 20
Steps for Eye-opening. In the old days, a
blind visitor wishing for his sight to return
deposited 20 heavy stone steps to regain his
vision. On the steps you can notice the dents
from numerous people’ s feet and really feel
the history of Shugendo.

11
Nokyodo

10 Umanose and
Ushinose

Motoyuikakedo is the place where people
bring their recently cut hair before entering
the Buddhist priesthood and taking the
tonsure.

Shorodo 09

▶

▶
▶
▶

08

Jizodo

07 Monjudo
06 Kusarizaka

Stone Stairs of Prayers 05

Hall

▶

Nogiwa-inani
CLIMBING
OFFICE

Stone statue of 02
En-no-Gyoja

Kusarizaka is the name of the steep path up
a massive rock that Monjudo Hall perches
atop. You can only ascend this path by
holding onto a kusari (chain). The big crack
in the rock was caused by the earthquake in
October 2016 and made the original route
too dangerous to use. However, a different
route was opened after crowd-funding
money was raised for restoration.

Japan heritage)

03 Kazura-zaka

After Nokyodo, you reach Kannondo where
you walk in the darkness between the
structure and the rock face. This process is a
ritual that symbolizes moving through a
mother’ s womb and being reborn. It’ s called
Tainai kuguri (going through the womb).

06 Kusarizaka

Hall
07 Monjudo
(Monzyudou-on the official website of

04 The remains of Gyoja

12 Kannondo

▶

13 Motoyuikakedo

輪廻転生

There is not a single location where you can
view Nageiredo along the Shugendo training
path. After the challenging climb Nageiredo
peers its elegant and delicate structure
around the final bend in the path.
Visitors are not allowed to enter Nageiredo.
Even though there are stairs in between the
structures that compose Nageiredo, Zao-do
and Aizen-do, there is a lattice door in the
gap to stop any substantial object such as
human beings from passing. In other words,
it is a holy construction just for the gods and
Buddhas.
The Shugendo training path lets you experience Rinne Tensho. You cross from this
world to the natural world, train yourself,
receive virtues and are reborn again from the
womb to enter the Buddhist priesthood, then
you return back to this world as new.

Nageiredo

START

Monjudo Hall was constructed on the top of
a precipice in an overhanging platform style.
It enshrines Katte-gongen or by another
name, Monju-Bosatsu, the god of wisdom
and morals. Stepping on the wooden terrace,
you can enjoy a fantastic view that stretches
out in front of you.

The temple's main hall

01 Kekkaimon

▶

▶

(Horse’ s back) and
10 Umanose

▶
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From ancient times, gods or Buddha’ s were
believed to appear on cows or horses. Cows
and horses were essential for people’ s life in
Japan and there is a long history of worship of
these animals. Having the specific words for a
horse’ s back Umanose and cow’ s back
Ushinose shows that history. The trek actually
represents making your way across the peeks
of the slopes like a horse or cow’s back.

▶

It is a hall where pilgrim monks bring a
handwritten copy of a sutra that they wrote.
The hall was built at the end of Heian period
and with Nageiredo it is one of the oldest
Shinto buildings in existence.

09 Shorodo

Ushinose (Cow’ s back)

Shorodo has a giant bell that weighs over 2
tons. It is said that the bell was offered by
the shōgun Yoritomo Minamoto. It is one of
the biggest of Mt. Mitoku’ s mysteries. How
did people of that time carry such a heavy
bell all the way up the treacherous mountain
path?

08 Jizodo

▶

11 Nokyodo

CA

04 The remains of Gyoja

▶

14 Nageiredo

CA

You will reach Jizodo Hall by walking
alongside the rock from Monjudo Hall. This
similar structure enshrines Komori-gongen
(Jizo-Bosatsu), the god of fertility and long
life.
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Points to note when climbing

recommended

Since the trail of Mt. Mitoku is a place to train,
no fencing or guardrails are installed, even in
dangerous high places. Therefore, you need
to climb with at least two people for safety
reasons.

In order to prevent slipping accidents; sneakers
etc. are not allowed to be used on the mountain. You need to wear suitable climbing shoes
without metal fittings, so as not to damage the
nature. We also sell straw sandals at the reception that don’t slip and are nature friendly.

Please come prepared with suitable clothing for
climbing, such as long sleeve tops and long
pants. You may need gloves, as there are some
places where you use your hands to climb over
roots and rocks. Choose gloves that have grip
on the palms.

Remember to pay homage
to this sacred site

In the case of bad weather,
climbing is prohibited

The use of drones is
strictly forbidden

The training path is only for people on a Shugendo pilgrimage. General visitors must wear a cloth
sash that has Rokkon Shojo written on it, to be
temporarily allowed to complete this pilgrimage.
Follow the rules to purify your soul and six roots
of perception on the way to Nagareido.

On rainy days the path becomes slippery
and during storms, typhoons or snow in
winter is extremely dangerous. Entry to
the mountain is prohibited in such
events.

Because Mt. Mitoku is a spiritual training
s i te f ilmin g wi t h dr on es i s p r ohi b i te d.
Please be c areful when using a selfie
stick.

Share o
n
social m
edia!
# mitokus
a
# sanin n

Instagram
Spot

Mt. Mitoku is the site of Shugendo training. In nature, as with this training, every
point along a steep path has meaning. By
understanding these meanings you can
have a deep er exp erienc e. There are
many attractive spots for photography,
with the rugged and challenging paths,
structure of the temples and spectacular
s c e n e r y t h at s p r e a d s o u t f r o m t h e s e
impossible buildings. Share your Japanese cultural experience with beautiful
photos from this distinctive power spot.

#Shimekakesugi

#Shimekakesugi

#Shimekakesugi

#Shimekakesugi

#Shimekakesugi

#Shimekakesugi

#Shimekakesugi

#Shimekakesugi

Enquiries: Misasa Onsen Ryokan Cooperative TEL 0858-43-0431／Mt. Mitoku Sanbutsuji Temple TEL 0858-43-2666
If you make an enquiry beforehand, you can reserve an English speaking guide. There are tours to stay at a shukubo
(monk’s lodging) in Mt. Mitoku or ryokan in Misasa onsen
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After reading

DISCOVER
ANOTHER JAPAN

想

SAN’IN Vol.2
Historical area that makes you
wonder about Yakumo`s life

Koizumi
Yakumo

Shiomi Nawate

（Matsue ）

The 500-meter long moat runs alongside Matsue Castle starting from the front of the
Lafcadio Hearn Memorial Museum. There is a district called Shiomi Nawate with
samurai houses from the Edo period preserved here. You can feel the presence of the
castle looming over this historic area. This district is designated as a traditional
aesthetic area of Matsue city and the road has been chosen as one of the Best 100
roads in Japan.
In addition to the Lafcadio Hearn Memorial Museum and the old residence of
Koizumi Yakumo, there is also the Former Samurai Residence and the Tanabe Art
Museum, where your intellectual desires are fulfilled. While strolling through the
city streets you can think of the scenes spun by Koizumi Yakumo at that time. There
is also Jouzan Inari Shrine, which Yakumo loved, in the Matsue Castle grounds.
Why not stretch your legs, wander around and visit this historic destination?!
In front of the Lafcadio Hearn Memorial Museum souvenir shops line
the streets. Buy some Yakumo souvenirs to take home as a memento!
Address: Kitabori-cho, Matsue
https://www.visit-matsue.com/discover/city_centre/north_side
Point

T h ere are s i d ewalks, b ut s om e times they are narrow because the
pine trees protrude onto the road.
There is a lot of traf fic so please
be careful, as excessive crossing
is dangerous.

Pamphlets and free Wi-Fi are also available for visitors,
so you can enjoy exploring with confidence.

Enjoy a fulfilling moment at this
retro bar in a refurbished warehouse.

Sake

Kura Bar Yui

（Matsue ）

It is a sake bar managed by Miwa Ishihara, a freelance announcer in San’in. Ishihara has a deep understanding of sake and
has been publishing books about Shimane and Tottori sake.
She participates in PR events for local sake in and out of
Japan and is actively trying to spread the beauty of sake
from San’in.
The bar is in a renovated warehouse with a retro look and
intriguing atmosphere. There are numerous tasty snacks
that go perfectly with the various types of local sake on offer.
Chat with the owner while you try and compare different
options.
Because there is not much parking, we recommend going by
bus or taxi.
Address: 101 Tonomachi, Matsue, Shimane
Opening hours: 19: 00-23: 00
Holidays: irregular holiday
TEL 090-9503-6911 (Ishihara)
※ payment in cash only

豊
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Matsue
Castle

Shiomi Nawate

Matsue History Museum

Shimane Shimane Civic Center
Prefectural office
Ohashi River

McDonald's

Matsue City
General
Gymnasium

Matsue Shinjiko
Onsen Station
Lake Shinji

JR Matsue Station

Shimane
Civic Center
Shimane
Prefectural office
San’ in Chuou
Building

Horai Kichijitsuan

Point

The map on the Internet is not clear but you can’t
enter from the south side (towards Karakoro Art
Studio). Please enter from the west side (towards
Shimane Prefectural Government Office) or the
north side (towards Shimane Civic Center).

Lafcadio Hearn Memorial Museum
Jouzan Inari
Shrine

Town Plaza
Shimane

Kura Bar Yui
Karakoro
Art Studio

Karakoro Plaza

It is difficult to find but it is behind the traditional restaurant Horai Kichijitsuan. The outside looks just like a warehouse and the entrance is
unchanged. You feel like you’re entering an old Japanese warehouse.

here are some more exciting spots to check out!
Feel the blessings of nature
in the beech forests of San’in

Water in
San’in

Kitanisawa Keiryu

（stream in Okudaisen）

感

At the foot of Mt. Daisen, the highest mountain in the Chugoku region,
there is the famous Kitanisawa Keiryu (Kitanisawa stream). You can feel
the power of nature here in Okudaisen, Kofu-cho, Tottori. Suntory
Natural Mineral Water Okudaisen Factory (introduced in P18) is also
located close to the Kitanisawa Keiryu.
The water has stored many minerals while slowly filtering its way
through the broadleaved forests of beech and Mongolian oak trees. It is
mystical to view it pouring through gaps in the rocks, with vibrant green
moss framing this majestic visage. The purity of the water is surprising
and you get to see the San’in region’s rich nature first hand.
You might think it would take a few hours to find such a natural treasure.
However, Kitanisawa Keiryu is only five minutes on foot from the car
park! Come experience how close nature is in the San’in region.
Yo

na

Ex

no

Houkinokuni
Sangaku
es Art Museum
sw
ay

Daisen Makiba
Milk No Sato
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pr

Mt. Daisen
Masumizu
Kogen (highland)

45

r

ve

Ri

Point

There is enough parking, however,
many tourists visit in the high
seasons. Please enjoy your day out,
b ut ad d s o m e f l ex i b il i t y into yo ur
schedule.

Hi

Address:
Mitsukue, Kofu- cho, Hino - gun,
Tottori

go

Hoki Mizoguchi station

JR

45
52

Kagikake pass
Kitanisawa
Keiryu

209

Ha

ku

bi

Suntory
Natural Mineral Water
Okudaisen Factory

lin

e

315

Kofu I.C.
181

癒

In summer, the air stays cool so your stay will still be comfortable.
Come see the whole Daisen area change to fall colors during that
season. Keep yourself warm and enjoy the mystical view of Mt.
Daisen from the nearby Kagikake Touge (Kagikake pass).

Izanro Iwasaki

（Misasa Onsen）

Izanro Iwasaki is Misasa’s most historic onsen ryokan that started its
business in 1920. It has hosted scores of renowned guests including famous poets and artists and even the royal family.
Enjoy the characteristic strolling garden onsens and many
distinctive baths of this unique ryokan. The men and women’s
bathing areas are switched at night, meaning you can enjoy all
the various areas on offer. The efficacy of the water is gaining
attention and this ryokan is known as one of the world’s finest
radium hot springs. Stay as long as possible to really feel the
power ! Cuisine here uses local specialties such as crabs or rock
oysters and Tottori wagyu beef with seasonal ingredients. It’s a
feast that will not only satisfy your stomach but also your body
and mind

JR Kurayoshi station

51

Yurihama-cho
Togo Sports Park

Tottori Prefectural Kurayoshi
Physical Education
Cultural Center
Kurayoshi fire station

Tottori Nijisseiki
Pear Museum
Misasa Onsen Hospital
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Izanro Iwasaki
Misasa
Onsen

Misasa Royal Hotel

Yutou-nabe (hot pot) is a specialty that uses drinkable onsen water for
cooking. The delicate taste and healthiness makes this a popular dish.

Heal your fatigue after climbing Mt. Mitoku

Mt.
Mitoku

21

179
273

Mt. Mitoku
Sanbutsuji-temple,
Nageiredo

A d d r e s s : 3 6 5 -1 M i s a s a , M i s a s a - c h o ,
Tohaku-gun, Tottori
Closed irregularly
TEL 0858-43-0111
Reception hours: 9:00-19:00
https://izanro.co.jp/en/
Point

There is parking space for 80 cars; however, in
case of winter snow it can be safer to get the
shuttle bus service from JR Kurayoshi station.
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Sightseeing mini route:

the skills of the

experience

masters
in San’in

Izumo Airport

1

Yonago Airport

3

Tottori Airport

4

2

Hagi Iwami Airport

Here are some recommended sightseeing courses. By driving, they can
all be completed in a day. Keep this book in hand and enjoy your trips!

1

Matsue to Okuizumo

A course that fills
your desire for
knowledge

A course that visits
Satoyama

Kotoura-Misasa

A course to taste
nature’s
blessings

National treasure
trekking course

a rural village area near
the foothills of a mountain

and the sea

Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine/
townscape of the Omori district

Suntory Natural Mineral Water
Okudaisen Factory

Okutani-cho and Kitahori-cho,
Matsue, Shimane and more

Omori-cho, Ohda, Shimane

1177 Kasarahara, Mitsukue, Kofu-cho,
Hino-gun, Tottori

There are many historical buildings and
cultural assets around Matsue Castle
where Lafcadio Hearn spent part of his
life. You can easily walk up to the castle.
Transit time
(by car )

about 70 mins

https://www.ginzan-wm.jp/en
Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine was registered as a World Heritage Site in 2007.
Roam around the Omori district with its
unchanged Japanese landscape rich with
history and tradition.

Transit time
(by car )

about 30 mins

Okuizumo (Tatara iron making, Nitamai)

Iwami Kagura Mask Kobayashi

Yokota, Okuizumo-cho, Nita-gun, Shimane

https://okuizumo.org/en/

There is a deep connection between
Nitamai (rice) and Tatara iron making.
Enjoy tasty Nitamai after learning the
storied history of Okuizumo.

Transit time
(by car )

about 60 mins

Studio

4

Daisen to Kaike

Lafcadio Hearn Memorial Museum/
Matsue Castle and surroundings
https://www.visit-matsue.com/
discover/city_centre/north_side

Closed on Tuesdays and Wednesdays
(and the whole of January and February)

https://www.suntory.co.jp/factory/okudaisen/
Learn how they manage the quality and
taste of San’in water and the process of
making the plastic bottles.
Transit time
(by car )

about 40 mins

Kamitoku (Beef bone ramen)
1979 Akasaki, Kotoura-cho,
Saihaku-gun, Tottori
Closed on Mondays

http://www.kamitokuramen.com/
Unique beef-bone stock ramen (a type of
ramen noodle soup) has a rich and thick
flavor, even if it looks simple. The taste
always has regular customers coming
back for more!
Transit time
(by car )

about 50 mins

Gambarius (Craft beer)

Mt. Mitoku Sanbutsuji-temple

308-2 Kohama, Yunotsu-cho,
Ohda, Shimane

1740-30 Maruyama, Hoki-cho,
Saihaku-gun, Tottori

1010 Mitoku, Misasa-cho,
Tohaku-gun, Tottori

http://www.kobayashi-kobo.jp/

(following day if the Monday is on a national holiday)

Closed irregularly

Iwami Kagura (a sacred Japanese dance) masks
that are made using Washi (Japanese paper). You
can visit Kobayashi Studio and have a hands-on
experience painting a mask and learning how the
masters build these unique masterpieces.
Transit time
(by car )

about 10 mins

Closed on Mondays

http://g-beer.jp/gambarius/

You can try popular local beer made
using natural Daisen groundwater. There
is also sake from Kumezakura Brewery,
a long-established local icon.
Transit time
(by car )

about 30 mins

http://www.mitokusan.jp/
Mt. Mitoku Sanbutsuji-temple Nageiredo is called “the most dangerous national
treasure” . It is thrilling to take pictures
at Monjyudo Hall in front of Nageiredo.

Transit time
(by car )

about 20 mins

Yunostu Onsen

Kaike Onsen

Misasa Onsen

Tamatsukuri, Tamayu-cho, Matsue, Shimane

Yunotsu, Yunotsu-cho, Ohda, Shimane

Kaike Onsen, Yonago, Tottori

Misasa, Misasa-cho, Tohaku-gun, Tottori

One of the more famous hot springs in
Japan. It is an esteemed area that has a
connection with the legendary Magatama (comma-shaped beads), one of the
three Imperial Regalia from mythology.

This onsen town is registered as a part of
the Iwami Ginzan Silver Mine site. If
you are lucky, you can watch an Iwami
Kagura performance at a shrine nearby.

Kaike Onsen is an onsen resort right in
front of Kaike beach. Water from Mt.
Daisen flows to this resort and the fresh
seafood is a specialty.

This onsen resort’ s water boasts one of
the world’s best radon concentrations.
The Kawara (open-air bath) by the side
of the river is also famous.

Tamatsukuri Onsen
http://tamayado.com/

https://www.yunotsu.com/

Use this Website to search
through recommended spots
in the San’in area to plan your trip.
30

3

2

Ohda-Yunotsu

https://www.kaike-onsen.com/new/EN/

http://spa-misasa.jp/eng/

SAN’IN Trip Blender
https://visit.jorudan.co.jp/trip/Blender/sanin?cc=&exlang=1#

Download "San'in Tourist Pass " through the app and enjoy convenient journey at lower prices!

Visit San'in Tourist Pass
Buy Attraction Pass through the app
"Visit San'in Tourist Pass," and

you can enter as many tourist
facilities as you want
in San'in Region (Tottori and Shimane)!!
46 facilities and more!
For
details

1-day
Lower
price!

3-day

Pass
for 24h

2,000
,

¥

Price

http://visit-touristpass.jp/sanin/

Child(6-11years old)

Price

1 000

Pass
for 72h

4,000
,

¥

Child(6-11years old)

¥

2 000

¥

※Available for purchase at each ticket ofﬁces. For information about the ticket ofﬁces and the tourist facilities,
please visit the webpage: http://visit-touristpass.jp/sanin/

Download the application

Choose and
purchase
Attraction Pass!!

Free coupon, map of San'in Region, route search service,
and information on tourist facilities available

Matue Castle& Boat
htseeing
Horikawa Sig

When you purchase Attraction Pass,

st
Uradome Coa nds””
the Isla
””Trip Around asure Boat
Sightseeing Ple

r Museum
Tottori Nijisseiki Pea r Museum)
Pea
(Tottori 20th Century

Park
Matsue Vogel

n
Yuushien Garde

m of Art
Watanabe Museu

Flower Park
Tottori Prefectual

seum
Nima Sand Mu

you can enter the following
paid tourist facilities.

Bicycle rentals are also free with this pass!

um
Izumo Muse
of Quilt Art

Matsue Horikawa Loccal Beer Hall / Izumo Tourism Association
/ COCORETO Daikon Island
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40
46
45

38 36
39

41
43
44

42
37

26
21
27 25 24
23
22
30
31
32
33

28

34

19

17
35

Examples of facilities where the coupon is usable
Matsue
City

★Rental kimono/yukata
¥4,320

→ ¥3,240

14
13

15

5

10

12
11

8

9

7

2
4

18 16

6
1

3

More and more facilities are joining the discount service!

Matsue
City

Matsue Kimono Rental
Horikawa Komachi

20

Sakaiminato
City

Yasugi
City

Maguro Ramen Honpo Taiyoken

Saginoyu-so

★matcha set

★Hon-maguro Ramen（Up to 4 persons）
¥918 → ¥818
★Whole crab ramen（Up to 4 persons）
¥1,296 → ¥1,196

★Hot spring spa

[￥540（tax included）…￥432（tax included）]

※The lineup of facilities and content of
discounts is subject to change

Tottori
City

Kurayoshi
City

Saiundo Main Store

100 yen discount

m Of Art
Adachi Museu

¥700

→ ¥500

Akagawara Shop #6
Kuwata Soy Sauce Brewery
★with purchase over 1,000yen

5%oﬀ

Geocoms
★for1h
¥2,000

→¥1,000

More and more facilities are joining the discount service! For the latest information, please visit the webpage:
As of December 15, 2018
http://visit-touristpass.jp/sanin/ For purchase and inquires：JTB Corp. sanin@jga.co.jp（It may take time to respond to the inquiries）

2019
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GETTING TO
SAN'IN IS EASY
Hagi
Airport

2

Izumo
Airport

Yonago
Airport

Tottori
Airport

4

Oki
Airport

5

Incheon

Incheon
Yonago
1 hr.

JAC / JAL

5

AIR SEOUL

1

2

3

JAPAN

Haneda

ANA / JAL

4

(Tokyo)

5 hours

Itami

Okayama

Tokyo Station

(Osaka)

San’ in

Change trains once

Fukuoka

Osaka

Hong Kong
Yonago
3 - 4 hrs.

Hiroshima
Matsue

Tottori

3 hrs.
Matsue
Izumo

2 hrs. 30 min.
Hamada

1 hr. 35 min.
Hong Kong

Hakata
Masuda
3 hrs. 50 min.

Hagi

HYOGO

Osaka
Masuda

YAMAGUCHI

HIROSHIMA

Hiroshima

OSAKA

Okayama

Okayama
Yonago
2 hrs. 10 min.

Okayama
Tottori
2 hrs. 30 min.

JR-WEST RAIL PASS
Tour San’ in〔Tottori , Shimane〕with these passes.
http://www.westjr.co.jp/global/en/ticket/pass/

ROUTE
ROMANTIQUE
SAN’IN

Best Value for Money!!!

FOR MORE INFORMATION

KYOTO

OKAYAMA

Facebook sanin.tourism Instagram sanin_stagram

(Super Express)

Hiroshima
Hamada

HONG KONG
AIRLINES

https://sanin-japan.com/

Osaka
Tottori
3 hrs.

Tottori

Yonago

San'in Tourism Organization

Itami Oki
50 min.

4F 311 Suehiro-cho Yonago City, Tottori, 683-0043, Japan
TEL 0859-21-1502 / Fax 0859-21-1524

1 Hagi Iwami
1 hr. 30 min.
2 Izumo
1 hr. 20 min.
3 Yonago
1 hr. 20 min.
4 Tottori
1 hr. 15 min.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

3

SAN’IN information

1

FREE MAGAZINE

Major routes to
the San'in region

Haneda (TOKYO)

